Press Release

Fraudulent Company and WeChat ID Notification
(14 October 2020 – Hong Kong ) Wang On Group Limited (“the Company”) would like to
alert the general public regarding an entity in the name of “宏安理财” with WeChat ID
“kxyw6666” and “黄金项目理财” (“Suspicious Entity”) in mainland China, which claims to
be associated with the Company and has used the Company’s trademark/ logo (“the Marks”)
without authorization.
The Company hereby explicitly declares that the Suspicious Entity is not a subsidiary or an
associate company of the Company, nor is incorporated and operated by the Company. The
Company, its subsidiaries and associate companies have never authorized any third party to
use the Marks for carrying out any promotion(s) or making any representation(s) in
connection with the Suspicious Entity. The Company has no affiliation whatsoever with the
Suspicious Entity, its WeChat ID and website.
The general public and customers are urged to be aware of the Suspicious Entity and take
reasonable precautions. The Company shall not be liable for any loss or damages sustained
arising from any acts of the Suspicious Entity.
The Company reserves all rights concerning the said alleged use of the Company’s name and
the Marks.
About Wang On Group Limited
Established in 1987 and listed on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited in 1995,
Wang On Group is principally engaged in the management and sub-licensing of Chinese wet markets
in Hong Kong and mainland China and provision of finance. The Group has been actively involved in
the local property market through Wang On Properties Limited (stock code: 1243), a
non-wholly-owned listed subsidiary of WOG. The Group has interests in the pharmaceutical business
through its investments in Wai Yuen Tong Medicine Holdings Limited (stock code: 897), a
non-wholly-owned listed subsidiary of WOG. Nowadays, the Group has developed into a leading
conglomerate, with operations in Hong Kong and mainland China.
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